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ABSTRACT

Properties of the Silicon Surface

Barrier Counter

by

Z. Nikolic

A number of silicon surface barrier counters were made

from n-type material having a resistivity of 400 ohm cm and

their properties investigated. The counters had good energy

resolution and could stand high bias voltages. The best room

temperature energy resolution with 5.5 MeV alpha particles was

I4.2 keV. Tt was found that after exposure to light the counters

(in darkness) had higher reverse currents and poorer energiy

resolution, but after being kept in darkness for one or two

days they regained their original properties. The effect was

reproducible. The collection efficiency of the counters was

bias dependent. The resolution for alpha particles \^/as not

limited by noise; there was a discrepancy between the measur-

ed and the calculated values of resolution. The discrepancy

\^zas composed of two components; one of them decreased with bias

and the other increased with bias. In the case of the best

resolution counter at biases below 300 V only the first com-

ponent was present. The logarithm of the discrepancy plot-

ted against the charge coll-ection efficiency gave a straight

line with negative slope, indicating that one part of the

pulse height spread may be due to carrier recombination in

the plasma region. rt is believed that the cause of the

other component of discrepancy is some sort of carrier multi--

plication.
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UCTION

The main purpose of the present work is to investigate

the physical properties of the silicon surface barrier count-

er.

Much work has been done on semiconductor counters so far"
Many papers have been published and several conferences held,

some of them dealing with semiconductor counters exclusively.

The work is still in progress, but the fronti-er of research

in the field seems to have moved from the junction counters

towards the germanium lithium ion drift counters which can

have deeper sensitive regions and which are more suítable

for beta and gamma ray spectroscopy.

However, many properties which are common for all vari-
eties of semiconductor counters still are not wel-1 under-

stood or explained. There are unknown factors which affect
the counter properties and a consequence of that is uneven

and irreproducible results. In the literature concerning

applications of the counters it is often emphasized that

semiconductor counters have high stability and reproducibility

of properties. But this ís only relatively true. Closer

examination of the properties reveals irreproducibilities which

are great obstacles in studying and understanding them"

The ultimate energy resqlution for el-ectrons and gamma

rays is l-imited by noíse, but for heavy particles, such as

alpha particles, the resolution is poorer than would result
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from the noise level. This means that there are causes other

than noise and statistical fluctuations which determine the

pulse height spread ín the case of heavy particles. It seems

that it is not quite clear what these factors are. A good

deal of the present work ís devoted to this matter.

The surface barrier counter is very suitab]e for studying

general physical properties of semiconductor counters because

its manufacturing procedure is the simplest of all and the

possibility of introducing additional unknown factors (there

is no heating, for example) is least.

This work is divided in two parts. In the first part

the physical principles of operation of the surface barrier

counter are given. In the second part the results of exper-

imental investigations are presented and discussed.
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PHYSICAL PRINCTPLES AND PROPERTIES OF THE SURFACE

BARRIER COUNTER

1.1 General operating principles.

When an energetic charged particle or a photon enters

a semiconductor it loses its energy in coll-isions with

electrons in the lattice, lifting the electrons from the lower

energy bands to the upper bands and creating hol-es in the l-ower

ones. After a very short time of the order of 10-f2 seconds,

the electrons fall from the upper bands to the bottom of the

conduction band and the holes come to the top of the valence

band. fn this way a certain number Ano of free electron-hole

pairs, in excess of the equilibrium number corresponding to

the temperature of the semiconductor, is generated. These

free carriers tend to recombíne with each other, their num-

ber decreasi-ng with time exponentially:

+

LAn =An e
o

(1)

where t is the carrier lifetime.

The operation of a semiconductor counter is based on

coll-ection of the charge carried by the liberated carriers.

The coll-ected charge t oY the voltage pulse correspondJ-ng to

it, represents the signal by which the incident radiation is

d.etected.
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The maximum energy transferred to an electron by a

heavy charged particle of rnass M a-nC- havincr a nonrelativistic

vel-ocitv is

E*u."=ntu, (M

where E is the energy of the incident particle and m the elec-

tron mass. For a 5.5 MeV alpha particl" E*.* of the secon-

dary electrons ís less than 3 keV. In the case of incident

electrons or gamma rays this energy of the secondary elec-

trons may be much higher. Such an energetic secondary elec-

tron, losing its energy, produces further lower energy el-ec-

trons and ho1es, and so on. The end of this cascade process

is reached when the last generation of secondary electrons

has not sufficient energy to lift other electrons to the

conduction band. These electrons, which are quite numerous,

lose their energy to lattice vibrations. During

the process a large number of optical phonons is produced

{-^^

Because of the last two parts of the process, that is

because of the thermal (or phonon) losses, the energy e

required to generate one electron-hole pair is higher than

the energy gap of the semiconductor. w. van Roosbroeckl

showed recently that al-most complete analogy exists between
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the energy loss in a semiconductor and the so call-ed "ctazy

carpentry" model. Using both analytical and Monte Carlo

methods to solve the crazy carpentry problem for semicon-

ductors, W. van Roosbroeck concluded, besides other things

which will be mentioned later, that the average energy spent

per electron-hole pair, e , should be independent of the type

and energy of the incident particle. Previously this fact

was established experimentally. The first vafue of e for

silicon was reported in 1953 by McKay and, McAffue2 to be

3.5 êV, which is about three times higher than the energy

gap. Stil1, this energy for generating one electron-hole

pair is very low, about ten times lower than in gases, which

is a great potential advantage of semiconductors when they are

used for radiation counters.

When the incident particle energy is E then the number

of pairs produced is E/e and the liberated charge will be

(2)

That ís, proportional to the particle energy, since e is

constant. Denoting by q the collected charge, the col--

Q=.3,



lection efficíency will be

If n also were independent of the energy of the incident

particle, the size of the signal, which is represented by

the collected charge, would be proportional to the energy

of the partícle. This is the case only when n is close

to unity.
The collection of the charge produced in the counter is

achieved by means of an electric fiel-d which separates the

electron-hole pairs and s\i,/eeps them out of the field region

in the opposite directions towards relevant electrodes.

Let us consider a rectangular piece of semiconductor,

say silicon, to see how it works as a counter. It is

represented in fig. I with the simplest circuit. We shall

assume a gieneral case in which the electric field intensj-ty

may be an arbitrary function of the distance between the

electrodes. Consider the motion under the influence of the

electric field. of one out of N carriers created by the inci-

dent partícle. The motion of one carrier may be thought of

as producing a small pulse, the whole signal being the sum

of all these small pulses. This moving carrier induces

charge on the electrodes which is opposíte in sign to the

charge which already exists on them. When the carrier of

(3)v'' rì
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charge e passes between the electrodes through a potential

difference dU its energy increases by the amount edU, and

this must be equal to the decrease Udq of the electrostatic

energy of the system, which from the electrostatic point of

view is represented by a capacitor, whose potential differ-

ence is U and charge is,s"The induced charge on the el-ectrodes

(plates of the capacitor) is dq and it. is actually a decrease

of the charge which existed on the el-ectrodes. So we have

From

edU = Udq (4)

equation (4) we get for the induced charge:

Aq-n
(5)

where AU is the potential difference crossed by the carrier

inside the devj-ce. Quantity Ae' is actually the collected

charge on the el-ectrodes due to the motion of one carrier,

and it. is seen that this is equal to one electronic charge

only when AU equals the total voltage U across the device.

Hence, only when both the electron and the hoi-e belonging

to a pair reach the electrodes, one electronic charge e

is collected. The total charge collected Âq ís the sum of

all- Aq-n

=eAU
TTv,
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As has already been mentioned the device is in fact a

charged capacitor. The signal pulse due to the incident

particle is formed in the following way: when the charge aq

created by the incident radiati-on is col-lected it decreases

the charge q on the capacitor charged by means of the battery

B to the potential difference U. The voltage across the

capacitor drops because the batterY, due to the presence of

the load resistor R, can not replace immediately the charge

on the capacitor which is being l-ost as a result of the motion

of electron-hole pairs between its plates. This charge is

replaced by the battery, that is the previous state is re-

stored, with time constant 0 = RC, where C is the capaci-

tance of the device. Thus, a voltage pulse of height

AgAU=-õ (6)

is obtained. The rise time of the pulse on the counter alone

is determined by the transit time of the carriers while the

rise time at the input of the preamptifier is determined by

the resistance of the base of the counter (undepl-eted region

in the junction counter) and the capacitance of the input

of the preamplifier together with stray capacitance.

Since the drift vel-ocitv of the carriers in the electric
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field is t-rF, if u is the mobility and F the electrj-c field

intensity, the carrier transit time is
\^/

,idxE=l--=--r-(7)J ur'(x,
o

where w is the width of the depletion region. For densely

ionizing particles the charge collection time is somewhat

longer than the transit time of the slower carrier because

some time elapses before the electric field penetrates the

cloud of electrons and holes and separates them. Sti1l,

the slower carrier transit tÍme is a realistic measure of

the charge collection time and the rise time of the pulse.

It should be mentioned, however, that the carrier mobility

begins to decrease in high electric fields (above 103 Y/cm).

The pulse rise time in semiconductor counters ís typically

a few nanoseconds.

Vühat has been saÍd so far about the rise time applies

to the case where all the charge carriers are generated in

the region of high electrj-c field. When some part of the

particle track lies outside the fiel-d regionr âs is the case

in p-n junction and surface barrier counters, when the part-

icle range exceeds the depletion region width, the carriers

may d.iffuse into this region and then be swept across it.

In this case the time taken by the carriers to diffuse back

to the end of the field region is approximately

x$

D
l--uD- (8)
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where D is the diffusion constant and *D the average distance

that the carriers travel to the edge of the fiel-d region.

Timo J. is of the order of microseconds, exceeding the transit
"D

tine across the f ield. region by two orders cf ma.gnitude.

The two pulses, one due to the particle stopped in the deple-

tion region and the other due to the particle penetrating it,

are of dífferent shape: the first one has a fast rise where-

as the second has a long diffusion component added. Making

use of this H.Funsten3 designed a circuit for discrimination

of these two pulses. This discrimination is useful in such

experiments where peaks belonging to low energy particles

stopped within the depletion region overlap the peaks of

higher energy particles passing through.

From equation (5) it fol_lows that, if the whole charge

generated by the incident particle is to be collected, all

the carriers must traverse the entire potentiaf difference

in the device. Recombination before collection must be

prevented, and this can be achieved only if the collection

time is much shorter than the carrier lifetime. Given the

carrier lifetime and the distance w' the time t can be made

shorter only be increasing the electric field íntensity F

(eq. 7). The most important point now is to realize a

high el-ectric field in the semiconductor without getting too

high a current whose noise would contribute to the line
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widths of the spectra obtained by the counter or even mask

the signal. It would not be a great exaggeration to say

that the whole problem of the semiconductor counter is to

find a compromise between the two mutually opposite factors:

high electric fiel-d necessary for good coll-ection and low

leakage current required for a low noise l-evel, both in

favor of good energy resolution.

This goal may be realized in two ways: first , by

using a very high resistivity material, and second, bY

employing a p-n junction or a surface barrier d.iode. The

first method resulted. in the homogeneous conduction counter4,

whire the second resulted, in Lhe sc called junction

counters to which belong the diffused p-n and n-p junction

counter and, the lithium ion dríft counter. The junction

counters are in fact reverse biased diodes whose space charge

regions are the counter sensitive volumes. If a junction

counter is to be a good energy spectrometer, the space charge

region must lie immediately under the surface, and the width

of the space charge region must exceed the incident radia-

tíon rang:e. The lithium ion drift and the conduction

counter, have the deepest sensitive regions so that they are

suitable for beta and gamma spectrometry. The junction

counters give the best results with heavy particles.
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'lI
L.Z The surface barrier

It follows from the theory that in an ideal infinite

crystal, where the lattice is perfectly periodic' there

are no allowed energy level-s for electrons in the energy

gap between the conduction and the valence band- In a

crystal of finite size the presence of the boundary aÌready

means that the periodicity is destroyed and it is not

necessary that the above statement should hol-d in this case.

In fact, Tamms showed that in this case allowed electron

energy levels in the forbidden energy gap could exist at the

surface of the crystal, which correspond to the so called

"surface states". Furthermore, there is an oxide layer on

the crystal surface and over it a layer of adsorbed molecules

from the surrounding atmosphere. The oxide layer and the

adsorbed gases modify the surface energy levels and also

introduce new surface states.

consider an n-type semiconductor. when the surface

states are filled with electrons the surface becomes neg-

atively charged. Since the semiconductor must remain elec-

trically neutral, a charge of the same magnitude as the

surface charge but of the opposite sign is induced in a

layer of the semiconductor underneath the surface. This

layer of positive charge is in fact a space charge layer

and it consists of positively charged. donors. An el-ectric
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field exists in the space charge layer and there are no free

carriers in it, so that it. is often call-ed the "depletion

region". A potential difference across the depletion region,

called the "built-in voltage", corresponds to the applied

electric field. When suitable contacts are made on such a

peice of semiconductor it will have rectifying properties,

i.e. a diode is obtained. One of the contacts is usually

a thin gold layer made by vacuum evaporation and this is

the contact under which the space charge region is located.

The other contact must be "ohmic" and it can be made in a

number of different, more or less satisfactory, \'üays. Such

a diode, biased in the reverse direction, is the surface

barrier counter"

Since the diode space charge region is the sensitive

region of the counter it will be of interest to find the

width of this region and the electric field intensity in

it as a function of the resistivity of the material used

and the apolied bias voltage. This can be done by solv-

i-ng the Poisson equation for this case, which represents the

one dimensional- case. The coordinate system (fig. 2) is

place so that its origin is on the front surface and the

x-axis perpendicular to it, that is, parallel to the elec-

tric field vector (but opposite in direction).
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If a vol-tage Ue is applied

total voltage across it is U -
buil-t-in or intrinsic voltage.

case will be

-2_-d tt 
-

-dx

to the counter then the

U-+U ,whereU istheTJOO

The Poisson equation in this

(e)-g
e,

where ô is the density of space charge in couL/mr and s is the die-

lcr:trirl nermittir¡itr.z r¿hose value for silicon is I2xe- -o

-1 ?(ro = B.85'10 farad/meter). It will be assumed that the

total voltage U across the device is given. The space charge

density 6 consists of the jcnized donor concentration l{O which

is constant throughout the volume, and free electron n. and hole
+-- +.'rrr (jofrÇerÌE.rd.El_ons

tt

(10)

It would be very difficult to solve equation (9) taking

f.or ô its value from (f0). However, it will be a good.

approximation to take the free electron and hole concentra-

tions equal to zero in the space charge region, that is to

+ -l-^LAÀE

ô = eN^. (10a)
U

fOr the rOOm fomnarafrrra ,-onditiOns we are COnSidering.
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Integrating equation (9) and taking for boundary con-

ditions that the electric field F is equal to zero at the

inner boundary of the space charge region t x = w t where w

is the width of the region (fig. 2) , we get:

(x-w) ( 11)

F is not constant.

for x = 0, where

r\F=:

A
I=--Wme (l.2)

and then fa1ls off linearly with distance inside the space

charge region. However, the lines of force of the electric

field are parallel to each other and normal to the front

surface.

Hence, the electric field intensity
Tè^ n^^-ì +,.,1^ i s (Í:,-ã;^.|-eq.|- at the SUffaCef LÞ rtte9 lrJ Lusç !Ð y!çquçÞ u Ç

it has the value

The expression in parenthesis (x

(11) is negative inside the depletion

means that the electric field vector

to the x-axis.

- \d) , in equation

region (x < w) ¡ which

is directed opposite

-b'OX = U t

ront surface

Integration of equation (1t¡, because

gives the potential difference U between the

and a point at x:

x

j

f

,\

¿E
lw2 (s - w) 2l (13)
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The total- voltage across the depletion region (applied

+ intrinsic), U , is obtained. for x = w :

Er-

r\u=2;

From equation (14) it

ô¿u
-=-¿ \'v'

(14\

( lla)

( 13a)

( r4a)

(r5 )

(1Ia), (13a) and

for practical

( 1lb)

(13b)

(1tc)

simpler relations for F and u are obtained if we place

x - w = y. This is equivalent to using O-y as a coordinate

axis instead of Ox (fig. 2). Then we have:

and

ô_V

ô=-2e\7J

i

' a Cr(rv- -Y' ) ,

follows:

Making use of equation (1S¡ equations

(11) may be rewritten in more useful forms

purposes:
2Ur,,= _zy ì
\^/

U2U:---xVìy ¿-
W

)11y'=:-i(x-w)
¿

w



From equation (14) the width of

may be expressed as a function of U:

The magrrj-tu-cl.e of

electric field intensi

and

r'ìr- sinr.:e c and uvL ,

conductor, in the

I9

tiie largest and averagie rzalues of

Ey are respectively
)T1

m \^/

TÏ
tf--av v¡

(I6a)

(r6b)

the space charge region

(r7)

is determined bY the

have:

'4 (fB)

aracterj-zed by resistiv-

donq'i trz - tnstead of theue¡¡u ! e_z .

in the formula (IB) the

ans of the relation:

r mobility, the mobilitY

(re )

*-rzno nf qomi -9J.Y-

Iz'u'l '4w = l-T-J

The density of the space charge ô

donor density NO: ô = eNOr so that we

\^/ = (2euôU)% |

Ir.iiì
w | -----t

¡ en¡J

A semiconductor is usuallY ch

i tv n rather than by the impuritY*"-¿ r -------
donor density No we can introduce

resistivity p as a Parameter bY me*l

p = l/eN^u , lnzhere u is the carrie
tD'

of electrons in this case. We hav

are constants for a given

case of n-type'silicon,

w = 0.536 (pu)% microns (20)
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where p should be expressed in ohm'cm'

Hence, the width of the space charge region, the sens-

itive region of the counter, ñâY be varied by varying the

applied bias voltage. If one wants wider sensitive regions

one has to make counters using low donor concentrations

and apply high bias voltages -

The achievable depletion region widths range from a

few microns to about 3 millímeters. Deepest barriers were

achieved by R. J. Fox and C. J. gorkowski6 and by E. D.

KremaT. The rast author obtained 3.5 mm deep sensitive

regions using 20,000 ohm cm material with 1800 volts reverse

bias .

Fromequations(16b)and(19)arelationbetweenF'.,

and p and U maY be obtained:

and

_w
! 

--. ^ t
ctv lJ

¿-r-avp

(2L)

(22)

The last t\^Io equations show that counters made of

híqher resistivity material- have weaker electric fields '

The absolute value of the electric field intensity at

the end of a 5.5 MeV atpha-particle track (range 26 microns)

as a function of w and u for 400 ohm'cm n-type silicon is

derived from equations (I1) and (19) :



F'*R

F.R

2L

0.I74(w - 26)kY/cm;

r.87 (u\ 4.s3) kv/cm,

where w is expressed in microns and U in volts.

two equations are represenced graphically in fig

!IV. =.

(23)

(24)

The last

.3and

1.3 The counter capacitance.

A very important parameter of a counter is its capac-

itance. The size of the primary signal as well as the pulse

risetime and the counter noise depend on this parameter.

rt is often stated in the literature B '9 that the cap-

acitance of a p-n junction or surface barrier counter is

the same as that of a parallel plate condenser. It should

be pointed out that the two cases are not identical \^iith

respect to capacitance, though the dynamic capacitance of

a barrier layer is the same as that of the parallel plate

condenser of the same area and the same spacíng between the

plates. But this is merely a coincidence, because the field

of the condenser is constant with respect to distance and

the potential linear, while in a junction counter the elec-

tric field changes linearl-y with d.istance and potential is

parabolic.
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The static capacitance of the surface barrier counter

AS

õ_O_ôwA=2eAcsr=ú=ffi - (2s)

where U is taken from eguation (17) and A is the area.

The dynamic capacitance is

^ dQ_ôAdw =eA (26)
-dyn - AU - ]owÞ-w w

Hence, the dynamic capacitance of the surface barrier

is equal to the capacitance of a parallel plate condenser

of the same area and sj-licon as dielectric, while the static

capacitance is twice as large.

The dynamic capacitance determines the síze of the

primary signal and noise, but the static capacitance is

the one determininq the time constant.

The counter capacitance is bias dependent, because w

varies with bias. Typical values of counter capacítance

lie between 0.1 pF/mm2 Lo about 15 pv/mm2. The capacitance

of a counter can be measured either by ordinary AC bridge
.t0methods-- or by a method described by Dearnaley and North-

Brop", which consists of putting a condenser of known cap-

acitance ín parallel with the counter and comparing the

pulse height in this case with the pulse height without the

condenser (a voltage sensitive preampl-ifier is used).
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Measurement of the capacitance supplies information about

the width of the sensitive region and the resistivity of

the material.

I"4 The reverse current

When a reverse bias voltage

a current flows throuqh it which

is applied to the counter,

is called the reverse or

leakage current.

The reverse current is composed of two main components:

the bulk leakage current and the surface leakage current.

The former consists of two parts, diffusion current and space

charge generated current. Both of these current contribu-

tions are due to the existence of recombination ...rt"t=B'9.

A recombination center is an energy level in the forbidden

energy gap, and it always acts so as to restore the equil-

ibrium number of current carriers, when the equilibrium is

disturbed.

A recombination center may assist recombination as well

as act as a generation center. ff the number of carriers is

higher than Lhe equilibrium number, lteeomi:ination centers assist

recombination; if lower they act as generation.centers.
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a. Diffusion current.

In the undepleted part of the surface barrier counter

there is a certain concentration of free electrons and holes.

When the holes, by diffusion, come to the edge of the deple-

tion region where a strong electric fietd exists, they are

swept across immediately, giving rise to the diffusion

current. The current depends on the number of carriers

(holes) arriving per unit time at the inner boundary of the

field region. This number is9

= nnl/t , (26)

r^zharo n ìq the hole concentration, 1 the distance from-'h

which they can diffuse to the boundary of the space charge

region and t the lífetime. The maximum value of I is equal

to the diffusion length L when the undepleted region is

thick. The diffusion current densitv is then

I^ = en,^L/ t (27 )IJN

The hole concentration may be calculated from the

ll h-ñll nrnÄrr¡l- .., .y

2 2'r. .rh = ni , nh = n!/n" 
'

(n; is the intri-nsic carrier concentration) , but
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the relation p = I/en^¡t^ yields

I/n^ = peu^ ,

so that we have:

n, = ,r?o"un l-' e

Intrinsic carrier concentration n. is a constant for a given
l-

I n -?temperature, having the value 1.5x10-"cm " at room temp-

erature. Now equation (27) may be rewritten:

r^ = "2n.2 u: L/r (28)

m-r.ì-^ Fnr il the wa]ue of 1350 
" 

27V.Sec andI d,ÂIlrV r\Jr H e 
LrrE V A¿ L

expressing t in microseconds r w€ get

n0. -q )I^ = 7.7 
= 

10 - amp/cm-.
D'l

When 1 = L and because L =/r-t-, it mar¡ l're written:"h'

9.-I^ = 7.7N10 -plln
D

(2Ba)

(2e)

From the above consideration it may be concluded that

the diffusion current is higher in devices made of higher

resistivity material-, because of higher hole concentration,

and that longer carrier lifetime reduces it. When the thick-

ness of the undepleted region is greater than L then the

diffusion current is independent of the bias voltage.
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For our counters made of 400 ohm'cm n-type silicon,

if a lifetime of l0 microseconds is assumed, forrnula

(2g) gives! I^ = 3.1r 10-earnpT'crn2.1ln formula (29) D and r

should be expressed in CGS units and p in ohm'cm) .

h Snece r:harrro rranore1-cri CUffent.ut/qvu v¡rq!Yv Y

There are no free carriers in the depletion region

except those which are being generated j-n the region by the

generating action of the recombination centers and which

are swept across it immediately.

The generation rate g depends on the capture cross

section for electrons and holes and location in energy of

the recombination centers. These quantities are rarely

well known, and in order to get some idea about the mag-

nitude of the space charge generated current, the most

unfavorable case will be assumed, when the recombination

centers lie in the middle of the forbidden energy gap.

The creneration rate then has its maximu* val,r.9.

g_---- = n- /2r ,-max l-'
(30)

where ri is the intrinsic electron concentration and t the

carrier lifetime.
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Since the number of carriers generated in unit time

per unit area of the counter is 9'w, the densíty of the

space charge generated current, Isc, will be

r=" - gew (31)

Because the wíd-tir of the space charge region' w' ís

given by equation (19), I=" is proportional to the square

root of the bias voltage U.

In the worst case when the recombination centers lie

in the middle of the energy gaP, the space charge generated

current is
rrlç
_ rÁ7

z1
(32)

SC

In the case of our counters at 100 volts reverse bi-as

---6 2= 1. 4' 10 " amp/cm-.
SC

In practice the total reverse current of a counter

often exceeds the sum of the diffusion and the space charge

generated currents by about one or even two orders of mag-

nítude. Besides this, the real reverse current is an irre-

producible quantity, since it may differ in the case of

two similar counters by as much as an order of magnitude.

Both the diffusion current and the space charge generated

current are completely determined by the characteristics of

the material. Therefore, it must be concluded that the

dominant part of the reverse current ought to be surface

leakaqe current.
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1.5 Charge collection and pulse formation.

The general principles of charge collection were dis-

cussed. in secion I.l. Now the problem of charge collection

and pulse formation for the special case of surface barrier

counters will be treated in more detail.

Again, for simplicity, motion of only one electron

and one hole which originally belonged to the same pair will

be considered. We shall- find the time dependence of the

collected charge referring to fig. 2 (page 15).

First, consider the electron contribution to the pulse.

From the general expression (5)

r' \ AU
LAan"J = " u (33)

the tíme dependence of [¡q*^J may be found if the time*ne/ ¿

dependence of the potential difference, U, crossed by the

carrier is known. The l-atter will be known if the carrier

position as a function of time is known.
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Let y = y (t) be the dístance of the electron from the

back boundary of the depletion region and let the pair be

nrn¡lrrr-cd¡J. fime t-0 atadistance Y:Y-t then
t/lvuuees 

qe - -o.

zl¡r
¿ = l-r'l \/ I llj! - 

I \J / F^ |
(34)

and from esuation (llb)

gg=-ryuv..
dt 2 rer

\^i

The negative sign occurs because the direction of the

velocity is opposite to É. rntegration gives

-2Uu
.)-

\^/

- 'o (3s¡

Equation (35) indicates that the distance of the

electron from the back boundary (y = 0) decreases expon-

entially with t and, is collected after an infinite time.

Using (13b) for AU in (33),

(36)

where y is determined by equation (35). Therefore,
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and

(37)

Taking t + - the total- charge due to the erectron
is obtained:

f¡q )\ *ne/
2

= e -o
-----

zw (38)

A similar procedure may be carried out for the motion

of the hole:

9I = ¡'(Y) r'n
dt

dy=2U
dt -Z uf, Y , (39)

w

and

¿up n
:7- t (40¡

y=yoe vl

From here, the time taken by the hole to cross from yo

to y is:
2

t,=w-vn zTu, ttt ;n 'o ' (41)

ot, the total collectj_on tirne,

2W-\^/'I',=.-fn-
n t¿uh --- yo (42)

Combining equations (33), (36), and (40) , charge
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33

the motion of the hole is obtained:

, ar2\
fo"ìr -=eir 

-o)
L',njn,'l' \ r I' \ w'/ (4+¡

Èn'l-¡l nh^rdõ

and, the hole

/lavu I \'t' h*l \
(onJ ="+lI*-:'J-t (43)

\,V\/

substituting in equation (4:¡ for t with Tn given by expression

(42), \^/e have for the total- charse due to the ,hol_e

Summing the charges (3e) and (44), the

due to the coll-ection of both the electron

of the original pair is found to be

(on,.J ., r + [on"Jh,r = e r (4s)

as we already knew that it shoul-d be.

The charge pulse due to the incident particle is the

sum of the pulses of all single electrons and holes gener-

ated by the incident particl-e.

It shoul-d be noted that the charse induced on the

electrodes due to the motion of the hole is a positive

exponential of time, while that due to the electron is a

negative exponential. rn addition to this, the electrons

have to make on average longer trips than the holes. There-

fore, it seems that the hole should be col-lected much faster



than the elecLron. But

The time constant
i^IÞ

- âs \^7ê shall sêê- J-his is nOt SO.tsÐ

of the electron collection process

o-
z\^/ (46)

-
4Uu

(47)

(48)

According to equation (f9) , w¿ = 2ep"plJ, it follows

that 0 is independent of bias U and even independent of the

carrier mobilitv:
2eu ou

A=-- 4Uu'e
Êa)

z

Again, consider our counters as an example. The time

constant computed from equation (47) is I = 2.IxtO-IO

second'. 99.92 of the charge due to the electrons is coll-

ected after the time t = 70 = 1.5 nanoseconds.

The el-ectron collection time is apparently independent

of the initial position of the electron.

Combining equations (42) and (19), for the hole coll-

ection time we set:

n

u-
^'e PIn \^7
L-rr \7

"h ro

Since the hole collection time is dependent on the

?rn]a initi:'1 r^^.i+.i^- ^r^-'r'r an example,rrurç rrr! uJqr }JUÞl- L-LlJrI I O, 
WC ÞIlctIJ I ÕÐ
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calculate the time for a hole which is generated in

the middle of the depletion regíon, Yo : w/2:

uo
Trr=eiPln)=0'B3nsec'n

henr:e- it is not much shorter than the electron collection
f Le

time - I..or w/V = 10 v¡e haVe T, = 2. B n SeC."')o -h

In practice I measured pulse risetimes are longer than

the above calcufated values. There are two reasons for

that. First, the pulse risetime is made longer by the

counter base resistance in conjunction with its capac-

itance. Second, it takes some time before the plasma in

the initial- ionization track is eroded away. Measured pulse

risetimes reported in the literature are between a few nano-

seconds and 1o nanoseconds f1' L2.

The above considerations are valid only when there is

no trapping or recombination, i.e. all- the carriers reach

the boundaries of the space charge region. This is really

the case in all practical surface barríer or p-n junction

counters. For 99 .9 3 coll-ection ef ficiency it is suf f icient

that the collection time be l-00 or greater. This condition

is satisfied when r > 10 usec.
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1.6 The energy resolution.

1. 6.1 Introduction. A counter wifl never give exactly the

same pulse height as a response to the same incident part-

icle energy" The spectrum of pulse amplitudes due to a

number of particles of the same energy will never be an

infinitely narrow line but always a peak of a finite width.

The width of the peak is a measure of the qualíty of the

counter when it is used as an energy spectrometer, since

this wid.th determines the uncertainty with which the energy

can be determined.

The full width of the peak at the half of its maximum

height, expressed in units of energy or as a ratio to the

peak position, is called the energy resolution of a coun-

ter. Resolution expressed in this way is usually desig-

nated as "FWHM" (Full Widt.h at Half Maximum) " The smaller

FWHM the better a counter as an energy spectrometer-

when the pulse height distribution is Gaussian, it is

more convenient, for theoretica-l purposes to define resolu-

Lion as the standard deviation of the distribution, 6.

There is thre following relation between the two ways of

expressing resolutj-on :

FWHM=2.35x6
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There are several causes for the spread in the pulse

height distribution. Some is due to noise of the assoc-

iated el-ectronics and drift in the amplifier and the pulse

height analyzer, and they wil-l- not be treated here. The

other factors which will be dealt with here are due to the

counter itself. These are: the counter noise, the stat-

istical fluctuations in the number of the electron-hole

pairs and incomplete charge col-lection.

When Lhe spread of the pulse height distribution is

composed of a number of independent contributions, the FWHM

is equal to the square root of the sum of squares of al-l-

contributions, or

tAEl 
2 

= IAE] 2

I I^E] 2
2

the FWHM of the peak and

to the resolution.

ô
-! -L l^FláI Lo!J

n

fAEl . separate- -t_

(4e)

where IAE] is
contributions

L.6.2 The counter noise.

There is a natural limit in accuracy in the measure-

ment of any quantity set by statistical fl-uctuations in the

measuring device. These fluctuations are cal-led noise.

In a semiconductor counter only electrical- noise is present,

which consists of a fluctuating voltage. In this case noise
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comes from two origins I so that there are two kinds: the

thermal or Johnson noise and the current noise.

The noise pulses are superimposed on the signal pulses,

causing a spread in their amplitudes. The magnitude of the

spread depends on the noise level. The r.m.s. noise volt-

age is equal to the standard deviation AEO of the spread,

if there is no other contribution to the spread.

Thermal noise.

In a resistor whose temperature is above absolute zeTO

the current carriers move randomly in all direction, having

a velocity distribution determined by the laws of statisti-

cal mechanícs. These random carrier movements cause fluctu-

ations of the charge to occur in the conductor, as a conse-

quence of which a fluctuating voltage appears between the

ends of the conductor. This voltage has components of all

frequencies whose average value is zero but the r.m.s.

value is finite.

we shall compute the mean square val-ue of the noise

making use of the law of equipartition of energy. The

equivalent circuit which is assumed in the calculations is

shown in fig. 5, where R, is the load resistor, C" and R"
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I'ag " )t\

Jo.a.pÌift.,

Ì,o amplifter

C= C"*C"

B=ffiu

I

I

-r:l-r /ì tr
-F -L\-l â '/ 

o

lr'a ñ 1¡+
X ¿rY. o jU

r-¡r.,rfT'i¡^ T -it..rr¡ r{-FTlflTTTrir ÔÌ1 
^ 

c:Tljf Fònjr ÞÂPSTErpiJlt-tJl- VlÈ!-iJI\ i- UlrLv uJr vl 4 'Jvr\rõuù uÃis\r!¡(

cOinflEP."
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the counter capacitance and resistance respectively, and

C" the stray capacitance of the circuit including the

input capacitance of the preamplifier.C = C. * C=,

R-RLRC/RL+RC

Voltage fluctuations on the resistance will induce

charge and voltage fluctuation on the capacitance C and

vice versa. The voltage fluctuations u on the capaci-

tance, assumj-ng that the circuit is in thermal equili-

brium with the surroundings at the absolute temperature T,

may be found by making use of the law of equipartition

of energy and taking into account that the capacitance

has one degree of freedom. The average potentiat energy

on the capacitance is *u', and it ought to be

I -) 1

iCu = jkT ,

whj-ch gives for the mean square noise voltage

-2 kT Iu_ = _¡_ (50)

where k is the Bottzmann constant.

Noise can also be computed by means of the Nyquist
I3t.neorem

-*tr!e - = 4K'1'R-r K.I' eh-EËE--Tr , (sr)

where €ç is the fluctuating e.m.f. in a small frequency
1?interval df. For frequencies up to fO--c.p.s. and at not



too 1ow temperatures,

becomes

4L

hf /kT <<I, so that equation (5f¡

The voltage on the capacitance,

df, if the inductance of the circuit

er=4kTRdf (52¡

tf, in the bandwidth

is neglected, wil1 be

ì1 r r 1
,õ , u) = 2nf

and

lì

r (s3)
p.2 r2c2 + 1

where R and c are the equivalent varues of the resistance
and the capacitance, respectively (fig. 5b).

To find the total mean square voltage i2 on the counter,
equation (S:¡ must be integrated over the whol_e

band, substituting previously for "? its val_ue

equation (52):

{ -> \¿
f R- + 1\"\ z-71ocr

e2f

-2u I
I

I

l
o

4kTR df
?. 7.r

frequency

from

(54)

which gives

i2 =kT , (50)-T-
the value already obtained (eq. 50)which is identical to
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since the response of a counter is an amount of charge,

it would be useful to know the fluctuation of the charge

which corresponds to the r.m.s. noise voltage. From equa-

tion (50) it follows

-2 2-)q'= C't).o: C k T , (55)

to which, because of equatíon (2) , correspond.s a standard

deviation in the energy spread

AE^ = 9 (ckT)àòe
(s6)

The energy resolution will be 2.35 times the standard

deviation:

l¡Bl = 2.35'lnniu = 2.35' Z (ckr)? (57)

It should be noted that [¡B] (FWHM) depends only on

the capacitance for a fixed temperature. For room temper-

ature , íf C is exPressed in PF:

t^El FWHM = 3.3 lC keV (58)

For our counter made of 400 ohm cm sil-icon with

sensitive area of 5 mm2 at a reverse bias of I00 volts, the

pulse spread due to thermal noise is 7.4 kev (FWHI\4).
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]a Current noise.

The current noise is due to the counter leakage

current. There are three components of it: shot noise,

generation-recombination noise and excess noise.

The shot noise is due to the fact that electric curr-

ent is a flow of discrete charges of finite magnitude which

are multiples of the electron charge e. If errl were infinit-

esimally small there would be no shot noise"
1L

The shot noise is given by Schottky's formula-':

=2l_-r = 2eIdf

(m.s.) and

¡rrrran.|- õv¿¿e Y

tance whos

(se )

I the counter

ives a fluc-

e m. s. value

- :2wnere Lr l-s tne cu
I

reverse current.

tuation of voltage
..: ^I5

-2

Since
df---- )))1 + o-C-Rl

L

^2*L
:--.--z:r3-I-r0Jt*L

4RLC

eIRl
-Zc

ent fluctuation

e fluctuation of

n the load resis

TT

Th

o

I
j

I

I

I
)
o

¿er df

i
I

I

J

o

!1^-+LIId L

(60)

-2

it follows
( 6r)
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The corresponding noise charge has the following value:

-) )-?q- = C-u- eI
=-- r I

where t is the circuit ti-me constant:

for the standard deviation i-n energy

(62)

r = R, C. FinalJ-y,
Ir

we have

a^¿/ç
/\H: = 

-

^^¿

-/ /g-EI
2e

(63)

and- if T 'i s measrlred in rA and t in microseconds:4tL4 t F-.

E - 13. B lIr keV (¡'wuu) (6 4)

If the preamplifier time constant ra is shorter than

*l,C then ra should enter into the formulas (62) to (64).

Then, from the above considerations it might be concluded

that the shorter ta the beLterr so that ra could be as short

as the carrier col-Iection time in the counter. But F. S.

Goulding and W. L. H-n="nls showed that there is an optimum

value for the amplifier time constant, because the r.m. s

noise of the amplifier is inversely proportional to ra

while that of the counter is directly proportional to it.

This optimum time constant usually lies in the interval

from 0. l- microseconds Lo 2 microseconds, depending on the

system parameters.

The generation-recombination noise appears when the

carriers in the counter can not cross from one electrode

to the other without being trapped, or they recombine before
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they are collected. Dearnaley and Northrop treated this

kind of noise in their book8 and showed that it may be

neglectedforjunctioncounterswhenaltthecarrierscross

the whole field region.

Very often in practice the current noise level- of a

counter is much higher than predicted by formula (64) .

Thisisbecauseofthepresenceofsocalledexcessnoise.

Relatively líttle is known about the nature of this kind

of noíse, and it is almost completely unpredictable' Its

origin is the counter surface and the contacts" Thus'

it depends on the surface treatment, but in a quite unpre-

d.ictaÌ¡Ie \day. Non-ohmic contacts also introduce excess

noise.

It is known that the excess noise has I/f fre-

quency dependence, so that it is possibte to reduce it

by reducing the low frequency response of the amplifier'

In concfusion it may be said that ' if the excess

noise is absent, the total- current noise of a counter is

determinedbyequation(61)anditscontributiontothe

energy resolution is given by equation (64) '
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1.6. 3 Statistical- fluctuations in ionization.

A particle of energy E wilt produce a certain number

of el-ectron-hole pairs in a counter, and this num-ber is

(6s)

Let us consider a large number of monoenergetic part-

icl-es incident on a counter. Because of statistical- fluc-

tuations, to every particle will correspond a different

number of pairs. Assuming that the events whích lead to

the production of the pairs are mutually independent,

which l-eads to a Poisson di-stribution of the numbers of

pairs corresponding to Lhe incident particles, the standard

deviation of the spread of N wil be

(6e¡

If al-I the pairs are collected the standard devíation

of the collected charqe i-s

aQ=e/Ñ (67 )

Because N is determíned by equation (65) equation

(61) may be written as

E.
L\

Ao=e /l-- /-ve
(68)
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we are actually interested in the standard deviation

of measured energies which corresponds to 48. From

equation (2) it follows that

^ AE /Áqlav - Ë.:-. \v¿,

Combi-ning equations (68) and (69) we get for the

standard deviation in energY:

AEo = ¡. -n (70)

To get energy resol-ution expressed as FWHM, when the

distribution is Gaussian, equation (70) has to be multi-

plied bv 2.35:

/-lAE = 2.'35 r'e.E (7r)

For 5.5 MeV particles the energy resolution due to

the statistical fluctuations computed from equation (7I)

is:

[AE] = 10.3 keV (FWHM) .

Fano showedl6 that , íf the ioni-zation events are not

mutually independent, between the real spread and the

spread given by equation (66) there exists the following

relationship:

t¡xl ?^^-, = F IANI 
2 Q2)
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The number F (not to be confused with the e]ectri-c field
intensity F) is called. the Fano factor. When there is
no correration between the ionizíng events the factor F

is equal to unity, otherwise it is always l_ess than unity.

W. van Roosbroeckf explained that the ioni zíng events

in semiconductors are correlated. He found a relationship

between the Fano factor and the relative vield and number

of phonons created per ionizr'ng collision. calculations

based, on his results and knowledge of the rel_ative yield

Y in the material (Y = Eo/e , and it is about 30% for

both Si and Ge), gives pronanfe values for the Fano factor

of 0.28 for silicon and 0.36 for germanium.

It should be mentioned that it was believed for a
Q 1'7long time"'*' that the Fano factor was not and should. not

be a different from unity.

S.o.vü. Antman, D. A. Landis and R. H. pehl18,19 in

1965 measured the Fano factor for germanium using gianìma

rays and a Ge-lithium drift counter and obtained the value

F - 0.30 t 0.03. The Fano factor for silicon was measured
)(\by O. Meyer and H. J. Langmann-" using 1 MeV gaflìma rays

incident on a 2 mm thick "basisfrei" sil-icon surface barrier
counter. Thev obtained a value

F-0.13!0.02,
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considerably lower than the value predicted by van Roos-

broeck's theory. This value will be accepted here and

used later in the experimental part'
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2. E X P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S

2.1 Manufacturing of the counters.

There are several manufacturing procedures of surface

barrier counters but the basic principles are common for

all. The aim of all manufacturing procedures is to form

the barrier layer and make the contacts ' one of which has

to be an ohmic contact (on the base) and the other is the

contact to the barrier laYer.

Detaíls of various manufacturing procedures may be

found. in references 2L to 25. Here will be given the main

items of the method employed in this work.

In our work only counters with sma1l sensitive areas

\,,üere made, since they are most suitable for studying the

energy resol_ution because of their low noise level.
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a. Preparation of the wafers

The starting material_ was 400 ohm cm n-type silicon in

the form of slices 0.4 mm thick and about 2 cm in diamater,

cut paral-l-el to the (f11) crystal plane. The slices had

already been ground and lapped by the supplier. Many of the

slices \^zere broken during transportation into wafers of

irregular shape.

Such a piece was taken, washed with detergent and put

into concentrated nitric acid to soak for about % hour. Then

it was rinsed in distil-Ied water and dried on a piece of cl-ean

tissue paper.

b. Ma\ing of the base contact.

Such contacts were made on the base (back) surface of

the wafer, opposite the face surface und.erneath which the

barrier woul-d be formed. It must be an ohmic contact.

Special care has to be taken when making this contact because

some important properties of the counter depend upon its
qualitv.

It is very hard , ot perhaps impossibl_e, to make a

contact to a semiconductor which would be perfectly ohmic.

A real contact is always in between a rectifying and an ohmic

contactr so that a practical ohmic contact is actually an

approximation.
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After step (a) \^/as completed a piece of indium is applied

to the back surface of the crystal by pressinq and rubbing it

with a small screwdriver until it adheres in a thin layer to

the surface. A piece of insulated thin tinned copper wire

was then soldered to the surface usinq indium as sofder.

Since the melting point of indium is 130oi, during the sol-

dering process the crystal is not heated above 150oC, so that

the carrier l-ifetime is not affected.

l)trrincr the feSt Of the manufactUri-ncr nror:edlrre theì,!vvçssrv

soldered wire serves as a handÌe, which enables handlinq of

the crystal without touching the crystal surface during the

subsequent etching process and later. This is of particular

importance, because it was found that touching the crystal

surface is detrimental to the counter properties, ê.9. t the

reverse current is increased and the breakdown voltage

lowered as well as the enerqv resolution.

Contacts made in the above way are "non-injecting", as may

be concluded from the shapes of the spectra presented.

If there were appreciable carrier injection, the high energy

side of the spectra would be distortediB.

It should be mentioned that indium is a p-type impurity

in silicon with an ionization enersv of 0.16 eV. The fact

that it makes good-non-injecting contacts on n-type sil_icon

seems to'be strang'e,and it was found empirically. perhaps

a mechanically damaged layer on the back surface plays the
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main role here.

c. Etching.

Before etching, the back contact wire and the indium

contact were covered with a thin layer of pure paraffin wax

by means of a warm soldering iron.

Etching was done in CP-44 etch at OoC for about 6

minutes. Then, the crystal was washed with deionized water

by successive dilution and decanting, and finally by a thin

jet of deionized. water.

The purpose of etching is to clean the crystal surface

and take away the damaged surface layer'

d. Gold plating.

A very thin layer of gold was depositecl on the crystal

upper (front) surface by high vacuum evaporation through a

mica mask. care was taken that the mica mask, the purpose

of whích was to define the gold. plated area, d'id not touch

the crystal.

Severaf aothors2l' 27 recommend a time interval of 6

hours to a few d.ays between etching and gold plating, during

which the crystal is exposed to air. It is supposed that

an oxide layer is formed during this time, which supposedly

plays a principal role in the formation of the barrier.
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e. Mounting.

The crystal vras mounted on a small plexiglass plate as

\^/as shown in fig. 6. The top contact to the gold layer was

made of a very thin copper wire (go1d wire would be more

suitable) soldered to the gold layer by Wood's a11oy as a

sol-der. Special care \^las taken not to touch the gold layer

with the soldering iron, which woul-d have damaged it. During

this process there was no danger of unsoldering the back

contact because the melting point of Wood's a1loy is only

7 ooc.

The above technique of making the top contact was chosen

because there is some doubt that the usual way of making the

contact by silver paste may result in the penetration of

the silver paste through the gold layer and cause the counter

to deteriorate.

The above technique resulted in stable counters, which,

after they \^Iere stored for four months in an ordinary drawer,

unprotected from dust, could stand reverse bias voltages

up to 900 volts and had very good energy resolution.
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2.2 Properties of the counters.

The sensitive areas of the counters v/ere about 5 **2,

and their thicknesses were around 300 microns. The resist-

ivity of the material was 400 ! 40 ohm.cm (4 ohm.meter ).

The carrier lifetime was stated by the manufacturer to be

roughly about 100 microseconds, but our measurements made

by the photoconductivity decay method28' 29 gave the value

of about f5 microsecond.s. However, the samples on which

the measurements \,fere carried out were small and too thin,

so that surface recombination may have played a major role

in the measurements and caused the lifetime to appear

lower.

Most of the counters coul-d take high reverse bias

voltages corresponding to the complete penetration of the

rlonlotion reoion to the back surface. Some of them cOuld
vvy¿v elv¡¡ ! vì,

stand up to 900 volts reverse bias.

The best resolution at room temperature measured for

5.5 Mev alpha partictes from afrat *.= 14.2 kev, and it is

shown in Fig. 7" The reverse bias was 400 volts. The

spectrum was taken without collimation. The resolution is

equal to the best room temperature resolution for alpha part-

icres, reported by Brankenship and Borko*ski27. (rt should

be mentioned that Il- keV alpha particle resolution reported

by G. G. George and E. M. Gunnersen30 ta= not correctly

evaluated, the real resolution being 1-4'1- kev)'
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High resolution of about 15 kev was maintained from

60 V bias up to 400 V biadfig. 9). At 500 V the resolution

was slightly poorer z L7 keV FV'IHM.

since short term peak position shifts up to 5 kev were

noticed, it is believed that a part of the resolution is due

to drifts of the associated electronics.

The influence of collimation on resolution \^¡as examined.

The resolution with collimation is shown in fig. B, and it

was l 4.4 keV, about the same as \,vithout collimation. It is

hard to conclude whether collimation improves resolution or

not, because a much longer time is necessary to accumul-ate

enough counts for the spectrum and, consequently, the

chance for drift to spoil the resol-ution is higher.

The performances of the counters as high resolution

alpha particle spectrometers are best illustrated by fig.

ro, which shows an alpha particle spectrum or aåal obtaj-ned

in a 20 hour run. Fíve peaks are seen ín the spectrum'

i_ncluding the one of 0.233 intensity. In order to make

the low intensity peaks more prominent, the same spectrum

is plotted on a logarithmic scale in fig. 11.

The spectrum was obtained without any collimation,

the whole front surface of the counter being exposed to

alpha particles. It is surprising that pulses due to the

particles which strike the surface off the gold layer did

not spoil the spectrum, swamping the low intensity peaks.
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The energy separations among the peaf3l .gr"" wetl- with
the values obtained by the pulser, which is a confirmation

that the counter toqether with the electronics had a linear
response.

The results of exami-nations for some of the counters

at various bias voltages are given in tabl-es I to V.

It should be mentioned that the true bias voltage on

a counter is obtained from the applied voltage by sub-

tracting the voltage drop on the load resistor of 23 MA

and adding the intrinsic voltage of 0.6 vo1ts.

Examination of the counters was carried out by

alpha particles from a thin o|n'source. Energy spectra

were taken using an ORTEC model- 103 203 amplifier system

and a CDC 100- channel pulse height analyzer.
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2. 3 Reverse current and energ¡y resolution.

There should be a correration between the counter

reverse current and the energy resolution, and, according

to section 1.6.2bit should be determined by equation (6+¡

However, in practice the rel-ationship between these two

quantities is more complicated, actually it is very often

unpredictable, because of the presence of surface leakage

current and the excess noise associated with it.

Only one counter had a reverse current in agreement

with the value of the space charge generated current

calculated from equation (32¡ on the basis of 15 micro-
seconds carrier lifetime,and that was the counter with the

best energy resol-ution.

Experience with our counters shov¡s that two counters

with approximately the same currents may have very differ-

ent energy resolutions. This irrepro¿ucibility makes the

studying of semiconductor counters very difficult.

Tn order to get rid of the surface leakage current,

which is believed to be the cause of the irreproducíbir-

ity, some authors32 began constructing guard ring counters,

where the surface leakage current is al_most eliminated.

The best performances of guard ring counters are not

better than the best performances of ordinary counters.

Thus, it is open to question what is easier to do in order

to get a good counter, whether to make one elaborate guard
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ring counter or to produce four or five simple counters

instead, and select the best one among them, which can be

as good as the guard ring one. Therefore, it is not point-

less to investigate ordinary counters with regard to

reverse current.

Investigation of the noise contribution to the energy

resol-ution \,vas carried out by means of the ORTEC mercury

relay pulser which was incorporated. in the system. The

I'WHM of the pulser spectrum taken with the counter properly

biased and placed at the input of the preamplifier gives

the sum of all componets of the noise in the energy reso-

lution:

to"l 3oi-=. = toul 3tttent* tAEl íhermal* t¡El 3r""tronics

where the symbols are self-explanatory. When there is no

excess noíse, the first term on the right side, the current

noise, may be computed from equation (64) and the second

term, the thermal noise, may be calculated from equation

(58). The value of the el-ectronics noise is obtained by

means of the pulser spectrum when a condenser is placed

at the input of the preamplifi.t33.

At low biases the noise is high because of the large

val-ue of the detector capacitance. When the bias increases
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this noise decreases but the component of noise due to the

reverse current starts to increase. Therefore- J-hera should

be a minimum of noise at a certain bias.

The calcul-ated and observed values of noise are pre-

sented in col-umns 5-6 of tabl-es r to v. The calculated

values of noise vüere obtained assuming that there was no

excess noise (which could not be calculated). There is
a good agreement between observed and calculated values

for counter 4-L9 except at biases above 400 vol-ts. There

is also a fair agreement for counter 4-B at low biases,

while at biases above 50 vol_ts the discrepancy is larger.

But for other counters the discrepancies between observed.

and calcul-ated val-ues are large, indicating that the excess

noise is hiqh.

It should be noted that in both cases where there

\^ias agreement between cal-cul-ated and observed values of

noise, the counters had very good energy resolutions,

about l-5 keV and about 25 keV respectively. However, one

of the counters had a reverse current in accord.ance with

the theory, whil-e the current of the other was an order

of magnitude higher.

A very interesting

reverse current and the

the following.

fact was noticed concerning the

energy resolution. ft consists of

It was observed that a counter one day may have one
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energy resolution and another day a different value. These

changes of resolution \^/ere always accompanied by changes of

the reverse current. The changes seemed to be quite unpre-

dictable and for a lonq time it was not known what was

causing them, until it was found out that if a counter had

poorer resolution one day and it was left over night in the

chamber, the next morning it had better resolution and lower

reverse current! Soon it was found that the effect was the

same whether the counter was left in the chamber with the

reverse bias on and in vacuum, or without bias and at atmos-

pheric pressure. Of course, because of the photosensitiv-

ity al-l the experiments .were performed in darkness.

The following fact was established definitely:

when the counter was previously exposed to light and then

closed in the chamber, its resolution deteriorated and

the reverse current was higher. The breakdown voltage \,vas

lowered, too. In darkness the resolution improves with

time and the reverse current decreases. A stationary state

with the best resol-ution and the l-owest reverse current is

reached after a period of 12 to 24 hours, and sometimes

even longer. For brevity we shal-l refer further to this

^çç^^L +1^^ rr+l-ìô nl.rn.r-n i,:radiation ef ferrtrt ln. i af fa^f Iç!rçuL qÞ Lrrç LllE prruLU JtLc.ufo.LI(Jlt EIIç9U \lJ. ! E!IçUL,/.

The state of a counter in whi-ch the effect is r¡resent

will- be designated as the "p. i. state" as a contrast to
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Lhe "normal state" in which the reverse current is lowest

and the resolution has its best val-ue.

The current-voltage characteristics of counter 4-Lg

in the normal and the p. i. states are presented in
fig. 12 (page 69).

The following table, in which the data for counter

4-L9 are given, may serve as an illustration of the diff-
erence between the normal- state and the photo irradiation

state:

The meaning of [AE] n will be explained l_ater.

It is to be noted from the above data that the

Applied
voltage

I rev
uA

öl_ as

voltage
Resolu-

tion
KCV

Noise
Ian]o

KEV

measur-
l- ^rzEU

cal-cu-
'l r {- a¡{

KEV
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100

200
0

0
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085

99

198 l-5.

1
I

A
=

l_0

9.6
9.8
9.0

1l_. B

LI.4

Ì/. 1 state
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200

0. 35

0 " 5s

92

lBB

32.2
27 "6

14.
15.

-

5

13. 0

13.9
28 .6
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measured values of noise agree wel-1 with calcul_ated values

both in the normal state and in the P. i. state, that is,

to the higher value of i-^-- in the p. i. state correspondsrev
appropriately higher val-ue of noise. However, Lhe energy

resolution is poorer in the p. i. state than follows from

the noise increase. We shall return to this point later.
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There seems to be no easy explanation for the p. i.
effect. one possibi lity may be that the slow surface states
are excited. This i-s suggested by the value of the rel_ax-

ation time of these states, which is of the same order of
magnitude as the time required by a counter to come from

the p. i. state into the normal state.

several- authors mention instabilities of surface

barrier counters. It is quite possible that the p. i.
effect is responsible for some, if not for al-l instabilities.
our counters were very stabl-e in the normal state, having

fully defined resoruti-on and. reverse current at a given volt-
age. The only instability was caused by irradiation with
light., which was manifested in the above manner.

Charge collection efficienc and resolution

Comparing the ultimate resolutions obtained with
densely ionizing particles such as alpha particles or heavy

ions, 14 to 15 kev, with the ultimate resolutions obtained

with energetic electrons or gamma rays, 4 to 5 kev, one can

observe the fact that the peak widths of heavy particles are

much wider. It is reasonable to ask: why is this so?

The next question should be: could not it be, perhaps,
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connected with the i-onization density along the initial_
particle track? The fact that the energy resol_ution for
alpha partictes is not r-imited by noise was revealed at the
Ashvill-e conferen 

"u32 and explicitly stated in the discu-
ssion by J. M. McKenzíe.

As was mentioned earlier the maximum energy of el_ec_

trons knocked by a heavy particle, which are call_ed del_ta

rays, is quite smal-l-, of the order of a few evr so that
their range is very short. A consequence of this is that
all the electron-hol-e pairs are created in a narrow cvl_in-
drical region around the particle track. The diameter
of this cylinder is of the order of one micron for alpha

a/lparticles-=, and the density of electron-hole pairs in it
-tâ, ?about 10'" pai-rs/cm", so that they form a sort of plasma

region around. the particl-e track.35

The implications of this high d.ensity plasma are two-
fold. First, the value of carrier lifetime in the plasma

region is unknown since the concept of carrier lifetime is
derived for the case when the excess carrier concentrati-on
is small compared to the existing concentration; but it is
likely to be greatly diminished. second, the electric
field in the counter, which is supposed to separate the
carriers of opposite signs and sweep them across, is dis-
torted around the high conductivity plasma region, in which
it is reduced to zero. carrier col_lection is accompl_ished
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by erosion of the plasma periphery, enhanced by diffusion.
This extends the collection time, as v/as observed experi-
mentally in the case of fissi-on fragment=36. Both of the
consequences act in the same direction: they impair the
charge collection, since the col-lecti_on is prolonged and

the lifetime decreased simultaneously.

Because of the above reasons, there shoul_d be a pulse
height defect in the spectra of densely ioni zing particles,
which was really observed for fission fragments by several

2'7 ?Q, 39authors"'' Jv ' A great deal of discussion at the Ash_

vil1e conference on semiconductor detectors vras devoted to
this matter which seemed to have embarassed the workers

in the field, since it was berieved that the charge coll_ec-
tion efficiency in semiconductor detectors was 100?.

For alpha particles the pulse height defect was

observed only after irradi-ation by large doses of neutrons
?0or electrons--. Degradation of the energy resorution \¡/as

observed at the same time"

Our resul_ts show that col_l_ection efficiency, p , for
alpha particles is not exactly 100? even at high bj_as volt-
ages such as 400 vol-ts or higher. This is shown in fig.
L3, where u is arbitraríly taken to be r00u at 500 vol_ts

bias. The points of the curve \^rere plotted. af ter the ef f ect
of pulse height shift due to the capacitance changes with
bias was subtracted. similar pulse height defect was reported
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by E. Bald,inger and lnl. Czajr40.

It seems that this puJ_se height defect is due to carrier

recombination in the high density plasma region of the initial

particle track, because it decreases with increasing the

electric field intensity in the counter. The percent pulse

height defect, which is equal to 100 rZ ¡ is plotted in

fig. 14, against the electric field intensity, FR, at the end

of the 5.5 MeV alpha particle track. The values of F* are

obtained from formulas (23) and (24) (see also fig. 3 and

fig. 4).

Tt is not likely that the pulse height increases with

bias (fig. 13) because of a multiplication process, such as

would occur due to carrier injection by the back contact,

since the energy spectra are not distorted and the energy

resolution is qood even at 500 vol-ts bias.

An attempt was made to correlate the col-lection effic-

iency (or the pulse height defect) with the energy resol-

ution. To this effect, the resolution was measured for

several counters as a function of the reverse bias voltage.

The results are presented in column 4 of tables I to V

and also in fig. 9.

The energy resolution may be calculated by means of the

formulasgiven in section 1.6 if the contributions by the noise

and by the statistical fluctuations are known. The noise

contribution can be measured by a pulser (see section 2.3),
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whil-e the statistj-cal- component can be computed from equa-

tion (71) making use of equation (72) and using the value

of the Fano factor F - 0.13:

[AE]s = 3.75 keV FWHM.

If we designate by [nn1 ^^r ^._] ^!^- the calculatedcarcurat'ect

val-ue of resol-ution and by [^E]. the noise contribution

then

') ) o.2loEl ãrr"ut_ared = tnel i + [a-r s

In the case of alpha particles there is always a

d.iscrepancy between measured and calculated values of reso-

lution, measured values being always larger than the calcu-

lated ones, whi-ch means that there is an additional unknown

contributíon to the resolution. We shal-l- call the unknown

component of resolution "the resolution discrepahcyo',

I El- We have:
D.

_ _) _ _) .._,2Innl; = [oE] ñ"-=ured IaE] 
"u.r.urared
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The resol-ution discrepancy for various counters and

biases is given in column 7 of tables I to V and it is

represented graphically as a function of bias for two of the

counters in fig. l-5 and fig. L6. It is seen that the best

resol-ution counter 4-L9 had the l-owest val-ue of the dis-

crepancy.

It is reasonable to suppose that, íf there v/ere any

effect of charge collection efficiency on energy resolution,

it. shoul-d be easiest to discover it in the best resolution

counter, where the possibifity for it to be masked by other

effects is lowest.

Fig. 17 shows the plot of logarithm of the resolution

discrepancy versus charge coll-ection afficiency for counter

4-I9. It appears to be a straight l-ine. The points on the

graph, from left to right, correspond to the following bias

voltages, respectively: 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 100, 200, 300

and 400 volts. The last (lowest) two points which are

off the straight line belong to the highest voltages.

A conclusion that could be made i-s that the resolution

discrepancy [AE] O or one component of it is due to carrier

recombination or trapping. It is seen in fí9. 15 that

[^E] ^ decreases with increasing bias voltage up to about- -D

100 volts. From l-00 volts to 400 vol-ts it is constant.

Above 400 volts (not shown in the graph) IOgl I begins

to increase, having the value LI.2 keV at 400 vol-ts and
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I3.4 keV at 500 vo1ts (tab1e I) . In counters with poorer

resolutions [AE] ¡ begins to increase even at much l_ower

biases (fig. 16).

How can the increase of [nE] O with bias voltage be

explained? Obviously there is a component of it, [AE]' ,

which increases with bias. [ln1' could come from some sort

of charge multiplication, the effect of which is larger at

higher bias voltages.

It is hard to say what is the origin of the charge

multiplication: whether it comes from some small- l-ocal-

surface breakdowns of very short duration, caused by

impinging particles, or it comes from contact injection.
Þarlr¡nq q^mâ n'l rra m=-r 'l.ra nrnr¡i florl l1z ¡l OSer i nrzesti oatiOn, uvrlle vrvJu! f rI v 9Ð u¿Y

of the p. i. state, since the p. i. state is connected with

[AE]^ . Namely, [AE]- is much larger in the p. i. state- -u - u

than in the normal state (see l-ast column in the table on

page 68).

The change of the energy resolution with bj-as voltage,

at 1ow biases, is illustrated in fig. l-8.
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Counters made of heated silicon.

ft was discover.d4l that when sir-icon is heated to
temperatures above s0Ooc and then quenched, its carrier
lifetime is much l-ower than before the heating.

we used the above method to obtain some siricon wafers

with fow carrier lifot-ima which were then used for makinq

counters. The wafers v¡ere heated to 550oc for 5 min. and

then quenched in vacuum oil_. The photoconductivity

method of carrier lifetime measurement gave val_ues of about

2 microseconds for the carrier lifetime in the wafers.

surface barrier counters were made of the wafers lcv the
method described in sec. 2I.

The counters made of heated and quenchecl material- had

about the same performances as the counters mad,e of the

originar materíal-. only three counters lvere made this way.

one of them had an energy resolution with alpha particles

as good as 22 keV.

The main purpose of making these counters \^ias to see

whether their resolution discrepancy v¡as rarger than in
the case of normal counters. Somewhat surprisingly, it
was found that [AE] ¡ was approximately the same as in
normal- counters.

Detailed examination of the counters made of heated
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and guenched silicon coul-d not have been carried out
because all three were damaged mechanicarly by accident.

2. 6 Summary of resul_ts and conclusions.

A number of counters was mad.e with both of the con-
tacts sol-dered. The counters had good performances.

The best resolution attained with 5.5 Mev alpha part-
icl-es was r4.2 kev FWHM and in a 20 hour run 17 keV

FWHM.

After irradi-ati-on with light, the counrer reverse
current (in darkness) increased (up to 10 times in some

cases) and the energy resol-ution deteriorated. The reverse
current and the resol_ution returned to the original values
after one to two days. The effect was reproducibre.

The charge coll-ection efficiency was not l-00å, but
depended on the electric field intensity in the counter.
The effect is equally pronounced. in high resolution count-
ers and l_ow resolution counters.

There is a discrepancy between the observed values of
energy resolution and the values calcul_ated from the noise
level and the statistical- fl-uctuations of ionization (taking
the Fano factor to be 0.13). The discrepancy se¡sjsts of two
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components. One component is dominant at lower collecting

fíeld intensiÈies, and it is believed to be due to carrj_er

recombination in the plasma region along the initial- particle

track. There is a linear relationship between the logarithm

of this component and the collection efficiency (fig. L7) or
flra nrr'lca l¡a'iryh+- Äafa¡{- rFlra n#har ^^mnollellt Of the feSO-. rrru vu¿¡ç! 9vlttt/

lution discrepancy increases with the reverse bias, and it

míght be due to some sort of carrier multiplicatíon.

The counters made of heated and quenched silicon had

the same properties as the normal counters.
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: Table I"
õ A1

ücurler¡ 4-i9. Âå*' alpha particres. Room temperature.
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Tables If Ðd III,
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4fr41 al.pha particles. Room temperature.
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